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Abstract
We study the Bauschinger eﬀect on a bent and straightened micro-sized single-crystal copper beam (width: 8.64 lm; thickness:
7.05 lm) over three consecutive cycles. The reverse yield strengths (straightening step) are much smaller than those in forward loading
(bending step). An upper bound estimate shows a load drop of 73% (1st cycle), 76% (2nd cycle) and 83% (3rd cycle) relative to the forward yield stress. Electron backscatter diﬀraction reveals a dramatic reduction in the bending-induced misorientation gradients upon
load reversal (straightening), documenting an unexpected form of microstructure reversibility. The observed Bauschinger softening is
interpreted in terms of two eﬀects. The ﬁrst consists of internal backstresses that support load reversal. They are created by polarized
dislocation arrays that are accumulated during forward bending. The second eﬀect is the reduced requirement to activate dislocation
sources during reverse loading as the dislocations that were stored during bending did not participate much in cross-hardening and,
hence, serve as mobile dislocations upon reverse loading. After straightening the misorientation gradients are largely removed but the
non-polarized dislocations remain. We therefore introduce a revised terminology, namely the “mechanical Bauschinger eﬀect” and
the “microstructural Bauschinger eﬀect”. The former term describes a yield stress drop and the latter one the degree of microstructure
reversibility upon load path changes.
Ó 2010 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Bauschinger eﬀect is characterized by a reduction in
yield strength upon load reversal or load path change [1,2].
In polycrystals it is mainly attributed to polarized dislocations (dislocations of the same sign) in front of interfaces
[3]. In single crystals it is interpreted in terms of cell wall
structures that are polarized through accumulated dislocations during forward loading [4,5]. In either case longrange backstresses gradually build up that resist further
forward loading but reduce the yield strength when reversing the sense of the applied load [1,6]. In addition to the
backstress eﬀect induced by dislocation polarization it
was suggested that the removal of dislocation loops and
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untangling of dislocations from obstacles (i.e. cell walls)
upon load reversal releases mobile dislocations [7]. Thus
enhanced availability of mobile dislocations reduces the
requirement to activate new dislocation sources. This leads
to softer reverse response and a smooth transition between
the elastic and elastic–plastic regimes in the reverse stress–
strain curves.
The Bauschinger eﬀect has important consequences for
any inelastic deformation where materials are exposed to
strain path and loading changes. At the macroscopic scale
such boundary conditions apply to practically all operations in metal forming. At the microscopic scale many components such as microelectromechanical devices (MEMS)
or metallic compounds in thermally loaded electronic parts
are exposed to such cyclic forward and backward straining
[14]. While some investigations have addressed the Bauschinger eﬀect at the macroscopic and polycrystal scale
[1,2,8,9], only a few corresponding studies have been
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published on micrometer-sized single-crystal testing and
simulation [10–14]. For this reason we investigate in this
work the origin of the Bauschinger eﬀect in an experimental approach by using a microscale single-crystal cantilever
beam exposed to a sequence of bending–straightening
cycles in an indenter device (Fig. 1).
2. Experimental
A single-crystal copper sample was grown in a Bridgman furnace. A cylindrical specimen with a diameter of
100 lm was manufactured by wire electrodischarge grinding followed by etching in a 40% HNO3 solution. From
this specimen a cantilever beam was cut by focused ion
beam (FIB) milling using 500 pA at 30 keV as ﬁnishing
current for all surfaces. The ﬁnal width and thickness of
the beam were 8.64 lm and 7.05 lm, respectively
(Fig. 1). The beam was exposed to three deformation
cycles (bending and straightening) comprising six individual loading tests. The beam had initial Bunge–Euler
angles of u1 = 260.0, / = 101.1, u2 = 248.2 (Fig. 1). The
corresponding Miller indices are [5 2 1] for the longitudinal beam axis, [4 11 2] for the transverse direction and
[5 2 21] for the loading axis (indicated by +x in Fig. 1).
After ex situ electron backscatter diﬀraction (EBSD) characterization of the starting microstructure in a scanning
electron microscope the sample was mounted in a Hysitron indenter device for loading. The cantilever beam

was bent with a displacement of 3 lm at a rate of
1 lm s1 in displacement-controlled mode. Subsequent
ex situ microstructural characterization of the texture
was performed using EBSD. For straightening, the same
ex situ procedure consisting of deformation in an indenter
and subsequent characterization in an EBSD was applied
at the same strain rate.
The motivation for imposing a bending load was that it
necessarily leads to the evolution of polarized dislocation
structures, namely geometrically necessary dislocations
(GNDs), to accommodate the lattice curvature [15–22].
The rationale behind that was to enhance GND-related
microstructure polarization and, hence, the Bauschinger
eﬀect [1–5]. The assumption that the yield strength asymmetry upon load reversal is essentially due to backstresses
(induced by dislocation polarization) and to the remobilization of dislocations from obstacles (i.e. cell walls) suggests that GNDs would make this eﬀect more visible than
non-polarized arrays consisting of statistically stored
dislocations.
We designed a beam with micrometer dimensions as
the accumulation of GNDs in a bent sample is size
dependent [16,23,24,15,25,26]. As stated above, it is likely
that the resulting backstress will also be enhanced as the
size of the specimen is reduced. On the other hand, in
order to reduce shear localizations [27,28] and the inﬂuence of ion beam damage, we chose a beam thickness
above 5 lm.

Fig. 1. Longitudinal side view of the copper single-crystal cantilever beam after FIB milling before bending. +x indicates the bending direction and x the
subsequent straightening direction, respectively. The single crystal orientation is given in terms of an EBSD map using inverse pole ﬁgure (IPF) color
coding.
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3. Results
The stress–strain curves shown in Fig. 2 were obtained
from force–displacement measurements. For this purpose
the bending stress, r, was used as a measure for the stress
y
using r ¼ 4F
where F,y, w and t are force, moment arm,
wt2
width and thickness of the beam, respectively [15,16]. The
corresponding strain measure, , was found by normalizing
the displacements, d, with the moment arms y, i.e.  ¼ 0:3 dy .
The scaling factor 0.3 was estimated from the curvature
radius of the bent beams, 1/j, and used to convert the d/
y-ratio into a strain measure (Fig. 2, bottom image).
Fig. 2 shows three sets of experiments each comprising
an initial bending step followed by a straightening step.
The cycles were applied subsequently to the same specimen
in a set of experiments consisting of deformation in the

Fig. 2. Stress–strain curves for three subsequent sets of bending–
straightening experiments. The ﬁrst bending (solid line) and straightening
(dashed line) curves are in red color. The stress–strain data sets of the
following tests are in blue and black, respectively. An approximate scaling
of 0.3 is measured from the radius of curvature (1/j) of the beams after
bending (SEM image, bottom) and used to calculate the strain () from the
displacement-to-moment arm ratio (d/y). The transition between stage I
and stage II hardening was estimated from the derivative of the ﬁrst
bending curve (Fig. 2, red solid line) as indicated by the blue arrows. The
stage I/II transition can only be derived from the ﬁrst bending experiment
owing to the increasing inﬂuence of isotropic hardening during further
cycling. The stages I and II slopes are used for deﬁning upper and lower
bound measures for the yield strength.
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indenter and ex situ characterization by EBSD. The curves
are plotted on top of each other rather than in classical
path-dependent diagrams (using positive and negative
axes) for better comparison.
The ﬂow curves show a strong Bauschinger eﬀect in
terms of three main phenomena: (i) all three subsequent
bending–straightening experiments reveal a strongly
reduced yield strength upon load reversal (diﬀerent possible
approaches to quantify an appropriate yield strength measure are discussed below); (ii) all three sets of curves show a
very smooth (rounded) transition between the elastic and
the elastic–plastic regimes in the straightening steps
(Fig. 2); (iii) the microstructure, more speciﬁcally, the local
misorientation gradient patterns that are formed during
bending, are partially removed during subsequent straightening (Fig. 3).
In the following we describe these three key observations
in more detail. The ﬁrst forward bending step (Fig. 2, red
solid line) is characterized by yield beginning at a stress
of about 170 MPa. The yield values are taken at the intersection of the elastic regime and the back-extrapolated
stage I hardening regime. The transition between stage I
and stage II hardening is indicated in Fig. 2 by the blue
arrows. It should be noted that the transition between

Fig. 3. Kernel average misorientation (KAM, local lattice curvature) and
EBSD image-quality maps of the deformed beam after the ﬁrst bending
and straightening test. The KAM measure was obtained by calculating the
misorientation gradient of each EBSD data point relative to its ﬁrst,
second and third nearest-neighbor points. The conﬁdence index was higher
than 0.1 for all EBSD points. A KAM map (color map) is a measure of the
local lattice curvature, and hence of the GND density, and the EBSD
image-quality map (grayscale map) is a measure of the statistically stored
dislocation density.
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stages I and II can only be derived from the ﬁrst bending
experiment owing to the increasing inﬂuence of isotropic
hardening during further cycling. For the other experiments the linear stage I regime used for the back-extrapolation is also taken to be limited by the position of the
two blue arrows.
The ﬁrst forward bending curve reveals a number of
steep stress drops which indicate strong strain bursts. The
ﬁrst and second (large) bursts are characterized by stress
drops of more than 60 and 120 MPa, respectively. Upon
reverse loading (ﬁrst straightening step, red dotted curve)
plastic yielding already starts at a much smaller stress level,
namely at about 45 MPa. The reverse loading curve is very
smooth and does not reveal such signiﬁcant stress drops as
the bending curve does. The strain-hardening behavior is
more uniform than during initial forward bending. This
diﬀerence in yield stress between the ﬁrst bending and the
ﬁrst straightening steps amounts to about 73%. The second
bending step (Fig. 2, solid blue line) shows a higher yield
stress of about 185 MPa, i.e. it is about 15 MPa above
the yield stress observed for the ﬁrst bending step. Interestingly, the second straightening test (Fig. 2, dotted blue line)
starts to yield at about the same stress as the ﬁrst straightening curve, namely at about 45 MPa. This corresponds to
a yield stress diﬀerence of about 76% upon load reversal in
the second bending–straightening cycle. The third bending
step reveals again a higher yield stress of about 265 MPa.
Upon load reversal (straightening) inelastic yielding occurs
at a very small stress of about 45 MPa, i.e. at about the
same value as observed for the two preceding reverse-loading steps. This corresponds to an enormous yield stress difference of about 83% upon load reversal in the third
bending–straightening cycle. It must be considered here
that possible changes in the exact moment arm and contact
conditions imposes an experimental scatter of the stress
values of about 5% as discussed in more detail below.
The EBSD map taken after the ﬁrst bending step reveals
the formation of strong misorientation patterning (color
maps) (Fig. 3). The local misorientation gradients are here
described in terms of the kernel average misorientation
(KAM). This is a measure that quantiﬁes the average misorientation gradient around an EBSD point with respect to
a deﬁned set of neighbor points (here the ﬁrst, second and
third-nearest neighbor shells were used, each with diﬀerent
weight). As the KAM value captures the magnitude of the
local lattice curvature around an EBSD point it serves as
an approximate measure of the local GND content
[31,32]. The unexpected strong reduction in the KAM patterns after straightening substantiates (incomplete) reversibility of the plastic deformation, more speciﬁcally of the
GND patterning that was induced during bending (Figs. 3
and 4). Besides the evaluation of the GNDs from the KAM
patterns, the grayscale maps, which show the EBSD pattern quality, can be used as a further measure of the local
lattice defect density. These image-quality maps reveal
areas of residual distortion in the material also after
straightening. This means that the local lattice curvature

Fig. 4. SEM image revealing the slip traces and slip surface steps created
by the two active slip systems.

(KAM) is reduced but some of the statistical dislocation
content (which is not associated with local rotations) is preserved after reverse loading.
The accumulation of the localized lattice curvature
(KAM patterning) along the slip system traces observed
after bending suggest the activity of one major slip system
(indicated by the blue line in Fig. 3). In addition, shear
localizations along a secondary slip system with minor
shear contribution (indicated by the red color in Fig. 3)
appear in the EBSD image quality maps, in the KAM (lattice curvature) maps, and also in the SEM slip trace analysis (Fig. 4). The intense misorientation gradient traces
around those regions that show high shear localizations
(Figs. 3 and 4) indicate a cumulative eﬀect of shear on
the minor slip system and the pile-up and polarized debris
of dislocations on the major slip system at the border of the
shear zone (indicated by red ellipses in Fig. 3).
In addition to these microstructure changes the local
stress states must also be considered. The KAM image in
Fig. 3 and the slip traces in Fig. 4 suggest the occurrence
of stress concentrations and a multiaxial stress state, and,
hence, possibly also of multiple slip system activation in
association with additional local forest hardening at the
corner positions of the cantilever beam (transition zone
between bulk and beam). The formation of such distinct
slip bands was also observed in discrete dislocation simulations published recently by Kiener et al. [13]. This stress
concentration eﬀect underlines the importance of properly
monitoring the boundary conditions in small-scale
mechanical tests and the requirement to accompany them
by discrete dislocation or crystal plasticity ﬁnite-element
simulations [13,33–35,35–37].
Another macroscopic mechanical eﬀect is the slight variation in the moment arms (y) as quantiﬁed in Table 1. The
angular rotation of the beam (h) and the misorientation
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Table 1
Direction of beam displacement (dir.), type of deformation (type), moment arm (y, lm), total rotation angle of the beam measured after deformation (h,
deg), the components of the rotation axis along the principal directions, the constants of the linear ﬁt (p1 and p2, MPa) to the linear stage II hardening
portion of the stress–strain curve.
Dir.

Type

y (lm)

h (deg)

Av. rot. axis comp.
RD

TD

ND

p1 (MPa)

p2 (MPa)

+d
d
d
+d
+d
d

Bending
Straightening
Bending
Straightening
Bending
Straightening

17.39
16.90
16.32
17.78
15.20
17.27

13.69 ± 0.30
0.74 ± 0.23
14.46 ± 0.19
2.04 ± 0.27
12.35 ± 0.14
2.02 ± 0.49

0.31 ± 0.02
0.25 ± 0.13
0.22 ± 0.02
0.06 ± 0.05
0.20 ± 0.03
0.12 ± 0.13

0.35 ± 0.00
0.56 ± 0.06
0.43 ± 0.00
0.62 ± 0.05
0.31 ± 0.08
0.33 ± 0.20

0.88 ± 0.01
0.78 ± 0.08
0.88 ± 0.01
0.78 ± 0.04
0.93 ± 0.02
0.91 ± 0.10

824
2476
1634
2540
2011
3977

167.8
122.7
190.8
168.3
269.1
251.7

components were measured after each loading step
(Table 1). The indenter produced a contact mark on the
top surface of the specimen. The size of the indented region
(approximately 2 lm3 for 1 lm contact radius) was much
smaller than the bent volume. For 8.64 and 7.05 lm beam
dimensions and an average deformed width of 3 lm, the
deformed volume was approximately 180 lm3. Moreover,
the indented region (contact point between tool and beam)
was far away from the region where the bending was ﬁnally
localized, i.e. close to the transition region between the
beam and the bulk crystal. Therefore, the overall eﬀect of
the indentation mark on the test was small, in particular,
smaller than the stress concentration eﬀect at the corner
between beam and bulk material.
The indentation mark was used to position the tool in a
repeatable manner using the piezo-scanning feature of the
indenter device in order to keep the moment arm identical
in all experiments. The inﬂuence of these variations in the
moment arm during loading caused about 5% maximum
deviation in the measured stresses. The geometrically corrected moment arm is ycorr, as quantiﬁed in terms of the
moment arm y, tool radius, R and indenter displacement
d, i.e. y corr ¼ y  R tanðd=yÞ.
A ﬁnal macroscopic consideration might be to design
longer beams for micromechanical bending tests as
reported in earlier works [16,28]. From a continuum standpoint the use of longer beams could lead, in particular, to
more homogeneous bending deformation. The drawback
in manufacturing longer beams, however, lies in the risk
of introducing more FIB-related surface damage that
might entail undesired localization events. In addition, in
a preceding paper we studied longer beams, which formed
similar shear zones as observed in the present case owing to
the crystallographic nature of the test [28].
4. Discussion
4.1. Stress–strain analysis and load drops: the mechanical
Bauschinger eﬀect
Extracting quantitative stress–strain and yield strength
data from micrometer-scale elastic–plastic tests is challenging owing to the inﬂuence of potential variations in the
external and internal boundary and initial value conditions

f(d) = p1d + p2

[13,15,24,25,35–43]. Although such eﬀects occur at all size
scales, their relative inﬂuence increases as sample dimensions become smaller [33–35]. Speciﬁc challenges regarding
the external boundary conditions arise from diﬃculties in
controlling and monitoring the exactness in contact, loading, surface and shape change [24,35,41,45,47]. The control
of the internal boundary conditions refers to the mapping
of the microstructural state of a specimen before, during
and after testing [15,25,35,37,46,47].
Regarding the Bauschinger data shown in Fig. 2, we
analyzed a diﬀerence in yield stress between the ﬁrst bending and ﬁrst straightening steps of 73%. The second cycle
was characterized by a yield stress drop of about 76% upon
load reversal and the third cycle by about 83%. These huge
changes in ﬂow stress are larger than those typically
reported for Bauschinger tests [1–6,13]. In view of the
remarks made above it has to be underlined, however, that
these absolute values represent upper bound estimates of
the magnitude of the Bauschinger eﬀect as they were taken
from the back-extrapolation of stage I hardening to the
elastic regime. Also, the experimental scatter in stress and
moment arm determination must be considered when using
these numbers.
Alternative, i.e. lower-bound, values of the yield stress
drops upon load reversal were estimated by back-extrapolating the stage II hardening regimes of the elastic–plastic
portion of the bending stress–strain curves. The onset of
this regime is indicated by the blue arrows in Fig. 2. The
coeﬃcients of the linear ﬁts are given in Table 1 in terms
of p1 and p2, where d corresponds to the plastic strain.
The reasoning behind the use of stage II hardening to
derive a lower-bound measure of the Bauschinger eﬀect
(by back-extrapolation to the elastic regime) is the fact that
it can be well approximated as a linear regime, while the
early hardening stage in the ﬁrst bending curve reveals
stress drops, and hence cannot be easily ﬁtted. Furthermore, owing to the inﬂuence of isotropic hardening upon
further plastic cycling, the stage I/II transition can only
be derived for the ﬁrst loading curve (Fig. 2).
Using this second estimate yields smaller values for the
yield stress drop upon load reversal compared to the upper
bound evaluation of the Bauschinger eﬀect where we used
the back-extrapolation of the early hardening regime. It
must be underlined though that the lower-bound estimate
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is only a rough assumption as linear stage II hardening
applies mainly to forward loading while it is unclear
whether it also occurs during load reversal. The occurrence
and magnitude of the athermal hardening contribution in
Bauschinger tests may be profoundly diﬀerent from conventional unidirectional tests. In addition, our results show
that the forward hardening rates (bending step) that we
extracted were signiﬁcantly larger than the stage II hardening rates that are typically reported for bulk copper single
crystals (210 MPa according to G/200 where G is the shear
modulus with 42 GPa). The larger hardening values in our
current sample are attributed to dislocation source limitation (source-related size eﬀect). This eﬀect is not relevant
in macroscopic samples [28–30,37,41]. Evaluating these different aspects associated with the upper- and lower-bound
estimates of the yield stresses and their decay upon load
reversal assigns higher credibility to the upper bound estimates. The reason is that although the exact determination
of the onset of plastic yielding for the upper-bound estimate can only be conducted at a precision of about
10 MPa, the corresponding stress–strain data are more reliable than those obtained from the linear back-extrapolation from stage II hardening owing to stress localization
eﬀects at the later deformation stages. In addition to the
potential 10 MPa deviation, an additional error of about
5% must be conceded owing to the variations in the
moment arm as explained above.
Irrespective of this error estimate the stress drops upon
load reversal are large in the current case. The reason for
this strong Bauschinger eﬀect is the ability of the initially
polarized dislocations to move backwards and carry plastic
straining during reverse loading [7–9,48]. The fact that the
stress drop is so pronounced is attributed to the phenomenon that the material deforms essentially under single slip
conditions during forward bending (Figs. 3 and 4). This
means that the parallel dislocations undergo little to no
interaction with oblique slip systems. This means that the
dislocations become polarized, as indicated by the KAM
map in Fig. 2, but the degree of junction formation and
entanglement remains very low. The ﬁrst eﬀect, namely
the accumulation of polarized dislocation ﬁelds, creates
strong long-range internal backstresses. These build up
gradually during bending, resisting further forward loading, but they support plastic yielding when loaded in backward direction (straightening). The second eﬀect, namely
the weak entanglement, strongly reduces the yield strength
when reversing the applied load. The thus enhanced availability of mobile dislocations without the necessity to
extract them from tangles strongly reduces the requirement
to activate new dislocation sources. This leads to a much
softer reverse response and to a very smooth transition
between the elastic and elastic–plastic regime in the reverse
stress–strain curves when compared to observations made
in earlier Bauschinger tests. For instance, in polycrystal
deformation the accumulation of polarized dislocations
occurs as well but single slip is not possible. Hence, a
higher frequency of dislocation reactions, junctions, and

tangles—due to multislip—leads to a lower availability of
freely mobile dislocations and to a weaker diﬀerence
between forward and reverse deformation. Besides the
absolute levels of the stress changes upon load reversal
observed in this work, Kiener et al. reported very similar
ﬁndings on single-crystal Bauschinger tests [13]. In their
work they found that the Bauschinger eﬀect increases with
increasing strain amplitude, increasing slip localization,
and decreasing sample size [13].
The special role of single-crystal and single-slip eﬀects in
the current case also justiﬁes to conduct a brief analysis of
the steep load drops observed during forward bending
(Figs. 2 and 5). The ﬁrst bending curve reveals a number
of pronounced force drops, indicating dislocation multiplication bursts that lead to strong shear localization (Figs. 3
and 4).
These sudden changes in the forces and stresses in the
ﬁrst bending curve (Figs. 2 and 5) resemble similar strain
bursts that were observed during nanoindentation and several other micromechanical experiments [43,44]. The strong
load drops that mark such burst events are due to the sudden availability of many dislocations that are formed after
reaching a critical Frank–Read conﬁguration. These dislocations, once created, do not require further load increase
but easily sweep the glide plane, contributing a high local
strain at a load level that is below the source activation
force.
The ﬁrst strain burst (Fig. 5, green arrow) is characterized by a force minimum that matches the force value measured upon reverse loading at the same strain
(straightening step, Fig. 5, blue curve). As we assume that
deformation upon load reversal is essentially carried by the
reverse ﬂow of free dislocations (without activating new
sources), this observation supports the assumption that
the minimum load values occurring during the bursts
indeed represent the forces that are required for free dislocation motion (during forward loading) within the current
microstructure. The local maximum loads at the onset of a
strain burst are the source activation forces. For the ﬁrst
large strain burst (Fig. 5, green arrow) the diﬀerence in
source activation stress and glide stress amounts to about
60 MPa (Fig. 2). The second very large load drop is characterized by a stress diﬀerence of about 120 MPa between
source activation and glide (Fig. 2). At this point the stress
drops from about 175 to 55 MPa. It is interesting to note in
this context that for all three straightening curves, overall
plastic yielding starts at about this stress level, i.e. between
45 and 55 MPa. This agreement is plausible as both the
yield onset upon load reversal and the glide resistance at
the load minimum of a strain burst event during forward
bending characterize the motion of freely available glide
dislocations where no source activation is required (until
the next strain burst occurs). Analysis of the stress maximum values at the onset of the ﬁrst strain bursts suggests
a typical source length of about 600 Burgers vectors for
the ﬁrst bending test, 525 for the second one and 390 for
the third one. Following earlier work on load drops in
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Fig. 5. Force–displacement curves of the ﬁrst bending (red) and straightening cycle (blue) together with the complete microstructure maps (EBSD, KAM).
The green arrow indicates a load drop where a strain burst occurs.

micromechanical tests it must be underlined however, that
these strain bursts ﬁrstly, are statistical events, and secondly, are inﬂuenced by tensorial long-range internal stress
ﬁelds that superimpose the machine load [43,44]. This
means that an analysis of the source strength as indicated
above can only provide a rough insight as both the inﬂuence of statistics and the internal stress levels are unknown
in the current case.
The second and third deformation cycles are characterized by an overall higher stress level (Fig. 2) as the crosshardening, which is relatively weak during the ﬁrst cycle,
accumulates during repeated loading.
4.2. Reversibility of misorientation gradient patterning upon
load reversal: the microstructural Bauschinger eﬀect
The Bauschinger eﬀect does not only appear in the form
of pronounced stress drops upon load reversal (Fig. 2), but
also in terms of a remarkable restoration of the deformation-induced misorientation gradient patterning as documented in Figs. 3 and 5.
The KAM measure reveals the formation of weak and
sharply localized misorientation gradient patterns along
the primary slip system (Fig. 3, blue line) and a very pronounced and more broad misorientation gradient band
along the minor slip system trace (Fig. 3, red line and
ellipse). The formation of weak and sharply localized
KAM traces (and hence GND arrays) along the major slip

system is due to the small cross-hardening and negligible
polarized dislocation storage along these slip traces. As discussed in the preceding section, forward bending proceeds
via a sequence of strain bursts that produce polarized dislocations arrays on the same slip system, but only little strain
hardening with oblique systems occurs. In contrast, the
more broad and intense misorientation band that follows
the minor slip system intersecting with the main slip system
(Figs. 3 and 4) reveals a high accumulation of polarized
debris of dislocations from the major system at its border.
Fig. 4 indicates that the minor slip system itself contributes
a relatively small amount of shear when compared to the
main system which is active in a set of parallel microbands.
The intense and broad misorientation gradient band that
accompanies the slip trace of the minor system separates
the tension from the compression zone. We assume that
the GNDs assembled in this broad band are predominantly
contributed by the slip activity in the leading slip system. In
other words in both areas that are mainly sheared by the
major slip system the dislocations pile up and polarize at
the rim of the narrow shear zone created by the minor system (indicated by red ellipses in Fig. 3). Such misorientation
gradient patterns have been observed previously in microscale bending experiments [28].
Upon load reversal, these pronounced misorientation
gradient patterns are largely removed. This signiﬁcant
reduction in local lattice curvature (and hence in the
amount of stored GNDs) after straightening the beam back
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to its original shape suggests an easy activation of dislocation slip due to remobilization of the available GNDs that
were formed and accumulated during the bending step.
This is a situation where crystal plasticity becomes reversible through a large number of remobilized GNDs. It
should be noted that this is a very unusual observation as
plastic deformation, as a highly dissipative and irreversible
process, shows here features of microstructure reversibility.
This fact holds particularly for the misorientation gradient
patterns that indicate accumulated GNDs (in terms of the
KAM measure). The high degree of reversibility observed
upon straightening is obviously due to the small inﬂuence
of forest hardening for this particular orientation and loading situation.
In contrast to the removal of the GND content, as
revealed by the KAM color map in Fig. 3, the grayscale
image (Fig. 3, bottom) reveals irreversible distortions, i.e.
lattice defects, that were not removed upon reverse loading.
The grayscale image shows the EBSD pattern quality. It
serves as a qualitative measure of lattice defects that aﬀect
the noise-to-signal ratio of the constructive interference
patterns. We use it here as a rough indication of the dislocation content, although it has to be considered that it may
also depend on surface contamination. Hence, we do not
interpret these patterns quantitatively.
These two microstructural features allow the conclusion
that the Bauschinger eﬀect observed in the current case is
characterized by the (incomplete) reversibility of the
GND accumulation and the associated misorientation patterns and by the irreversibility of statistically stored dislocations. This observation is in very good agreement with
the discussion of the stress–strain characteristics above. If
we assume that the large Bauschinger eﬀect is due to the
fact that the polarized dislocations that were initially accumulated under (essentially) single forward slip can ﬂow
back at a low stress level upon load reversal, it is obvious
that the associated misorientation patterns (which map
the degree of polarization) will also decay. This exactly
matches the current observation.
Based on this reasoning we suggest introducing the terminology of a “mechanical Bauschinger eﬀect” and a
“microstructural Bauschinger eﬀect”, where the former
describes the drop in yield stress upon load reversal or load
path changes, and the latter the degree and type of microstructure reversibility.
5. Summary and conclusions
We investigated the Bauschinger eﬀect on a bent and
straightened copper single crystal cantilever beam. We
found a drop in yield strength upon reverse loading of up
to 80%. The longitudinal beam surface was monitored
using EBSD, KAM and slip-step analysis. The KAM data
revealed pronounced misorientation patterning associated
with shear localization and GND accumulation after bending. After reverse loading (straightening), the microstructure analysis showed that the GND arrays were removed

(characterized in terms of the KAM analysis) but the statistically stored (non-polarized) dislocations remained
(approximated qualitatively in terms of the EBSD pattern
quality). Based on these observations we suggest a more
precise terminology, namely a “mechanical Bauschinger
eﬀect” and a “microstructural Bauschinger eﬀect”, where
the former term describes the drop in yield stress upon load
reversal, and the latter the degree and type of microstructure reversibility upon load reversal.
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